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Hard Fight
Levellers

this is my first submission thought id just do the chords as there is alot of
people who
realy read tabs, the rythem is prety simple if you know the song so you should
be able
work it out. any corrections or comments are welcome, this is just how i play
it.use bar 
for the chorus i think it sounds better thers a similar version on the levellers
site as well which is the only other place this song is.

Dmadd9-  X03230
E5-        777997 not strictly right but dont know the real name
Dmadd9, Cadd9,  X2

Dmadd9Pushed from the start
                       Cadd9
do it right and maybe you ll take a part
Dmadd9
call a spade a spade
                       Cadd9
put on your blinkers maybe then you ll be made
Dmadd9
to walk the streets
                       Cadd9
head full of false facts you can t get back
Chorus
Fmaj7
but you wake up one day
Fmaj7
you wake up one day
                        Em
can t seem to see the world the same way
Fmaj7
but you wake up one day
Fmaj7
you wake up one day
                        Em
can t seem to see the world the same way
E5
all the lights have changed
C
your routine s down the drain
G           D           A
things will never be the same
E5
some call it art
C



but it s hard to start
G        D             A
when you don t know the game
E5
but it feels so good
C
to be understood
G  D          A
by yourself again    X4

Dmadd9,  Cadd9

Dmadd9
now you ve got to fight
                            Cadd9
you ain t got no wage so you ain t got no rights
Dmadd9
call a spade a spade
                          Cadd9
put on your blinkers maybe then you ll be made

chorus
you can repeat the chorus 2-3 times depending on which version of the song you
want to play


